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There are several requirements in Act 22 of 2009 on traffic and road transport vehicles that are worthy of public transport official with yellow license plates. Concerning the procedures for carrying passengers, public transport must endeavor to Law Road Traffic and Transport. Public transport a lot of experienced transportation problems especially competition with private motor vehicle fleet with black license plates. Many public transport black plate on the highway causing disorder who have violated the terms of the license to use public transport as public transport is happening in the area Tanggamus.

The problem in this research that surveillance How Road Traffic and Transport Department (DLLAJ) Tanggamus to public transport black plate? DLLAJ whether inhibiting factor in controlling the public transport in the black plate Tanggamus?

Approach the problem in this research using two approaches, that is normative approaches and empirical approach. The data used in this research is divided into two primary data and secondary data. Data collection procedures performed using literature study and field study. The data obtained were then processed and analyzed by descriptive qualitative.

Results of research and discussion are (1) Control of Road Traffic and Transport Department of the public transport vehicles that black plates is done by the form of supervision Supervision Concurrent and Stages Supervision of public transport vehicles that black plates through three stages is, the initial monitoring stage Department of Traffic and Road Transport Tanggamus provide route permits and operating the public transport vehicles to operate, is central monitoring stage Officer of Traffic and Road Transport Tanggamus eligible periodically is every Monday working time to control and supervision of road transport and performance evaluation of public transport companies. End monitoring stage is department that regulates traffic and road transport cooperation with the Police Of Tanggumus. Factors inhibiting the Department of Road Transport Traffic on public transport vehicles black plate is the condition of an employee who is not maximized in the field and the ability of law enforcement officers in the execution of the task is still considered less, the limited number of supervisory personnel as well as public awareness of legal order traffic on the highway is still low.
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